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I have played all the Rugby challenge games and was hoping they would employ similar game mechanics and fluidity like Rugby
League Live 3 has, this time round. This is not the case, If you want a fluid rugby experience, even if you are only a Union
player, I advise grabbing Rugby league Live 3 over this game. Much more fluid game with far better flexibility to run angles and
calve lines :P. Rugby Challenge 3 feels like your player is locked and cannot run the lines you want to as the support player.
Rugby league live allows you to run these support lines and crack through defenses like a knife through butter! Grab Rugby
league live over this for the best rugby experience you can get in gaming all round.. If you have Rugby Challenge 2 this is worth
the upgrade. You get to play 7s, no more miscalculations on bonus points in competition play, overall the play is much the same
though the AI is not as dumb as RC2 (though it is still not perfect).. If only the controls displayed on the screen would translate
in-game after their respected controller inputs. The game play seems as though it was developed by an incredibly lazy team of
developers, and tested by a Quality Assurance team from the financial field. This game feels as though it was more of a burden
on the team who created it than it was a project filled with passion. It feels as though this team had no pride in their work and
just put a game out because they were told to.. Agreed the price is an insult as it is just a reskinned RC2. Yes the fanhub is
pretty cool and will add to the experience. However, over and above that the tweaks to the gameplay are pretty minor. Still
considering that this is still by far the ONLY decent rugby game out there, then I suppose we rugby fanatics will have to be
grateful that at least TruBlu and and Wicked Witch are trying to cater to us. It's a good game essentially with lots of content
despite the licensing issues and if you're into your rugby hours of gameplay value. However, is it really worth the price tag and
will you see any eyepopping changes from Rugby Challenge 2? Short answer no and if that is really important to you then wait
till it goes on sale and keep playing RC2.. This game is for any Rugby lover, plenty teams and graphics are really good for a
sports game.. I have played all the Rugby challenge games and was hoping they would employ similar game mechanics and
fluidity like Rugby League Live 3 has, this time round. This is not the case, If you want a fluid rugby experience, even if you are
only a Union player, I advise grabbing Rugby league Live 3 over this game. Much more fluid game with far better flexibility to
run angles and calve lines :P. Rugby Challenge 3 feels like your player is locked and cannot run the lines you want to as the
support player. Rugby league live allows you to run these support lines and crack through defenses like a knife through butter!
Grab Rugby league live over this for the best rugby experience you can get in gaming all round.. Never has a game A.I. felt so
unbalanced.. best game .. Its a good game, but there is one massive flaw of players randomly stopping with the ball while you are
playing with them. best game .
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